LAMPRE Educational

A LAMPRE Interactive Presentation on landslides & triggered landslide events, for students, teachers and the general public. This is one of multiple resources at the LAMPRE Educational
web site. Interactive presentation designed by F. Taylor (KCL). Credits: Large centre mountain (Prezi, 2014). Other image credits cited in presentation.

WHAT
LAMPRE Educational (LEdu) is a collection of talks, activities
and resources aimed at non-experts to help them better
understand the general background, processes, issues and
resources available for landslides and triggered landslide
events. LEdu is also the potential custom-made educational
resources that can be created by LAMPRE, on demand.
WHERE
The need for education related to landslides and landslide
triggered events is everywhere, in all countries. LAMPRE
Educational (LEdu) can provide this training, either through
existing activities and resources (e.g., via the LAMPRE web
page), or through custom made talks, workshops or other
material such as learning pamphlets and practicals.
WHEN
LAMPRE Educational (LEdu) can provide existing resources
now, via the LAMPRE web page, or customized educational
products and services on landslides, triggered landslide
events and other related topics, within weeks to months from
the request.

WHO
LAMPRE Educational (LEdu) is aimed at non-experts
interested in learning more about landslides and triggered
landslide events, including the general public, students,
teachers, and decision makers.
SPECIFICATIONS
LAMPRE Educational (LEdu) activities and resources include:
• LAMPRE Landslide talks and workshops explaining the
basics of landslides and triggered landslide events. Webcast
versions of these talks are 45 and 3 minutes.
• A LAMPRE Google Earth Practical for the identification of
landslides (15 pages).
• A LAMPRE Interactive Presentation on landslides and
triggered landslide events (see top figure, PREZI).
• A set of 25 LAMPRE Landslide Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQs) with detailed answers.
• A web site with all the above activities, plus a set of web
links to:
• General landslide information (8 links)
• Landslide videos and photos (14 links)
• Landslide activities and teaching (9 links)

Example LAMPRE Education Landslide FAQs (available at http://www.lampre-project.eu)
“What is a landslide?”  “Are snow avalanches landslides?”  “What causes landslides?”  “What causes landslides in Europe?”  “Where do landslides occur?”  “What is
a triggered landslide event?”  “What are the different types of landslides?”  “What measures can you take if you live in an area prone to landsliding?”  “How would you
recognize landslide warning signs?”  “What to do during a landslide?”  “What to do after a landslide?”  “What are the consequences of landslides?”  “How soon does
the danger of landslides end after the rain stops?”  “Is there any way to prevent landslides?”  “What is a landslide susceptibility map?”  “What is a landslide inventory
map?”  “What is a landslide risk map?”  “What is a landslide hazard map?”  “Can landslides trigger a tsunami?”
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LAMPRE Educational
EDUCATION ON LANDSLIDES AND TRIGGERED LANDSLIDE EVENTS
Triggered landslide events consist of a trigger (e.g., an earthquake, heavy rainfall) and the individual to hundreds of thousands
of landslides that occur in the minutes to weeks afterwards. The role of LAMPRE Educational (LEdu) is to better educate the
general public, students, teachers and decision makers about the before, during and after landslide events, including physical
processes, vulnerabilities, forecasting, potential mitigation and impact.

Landslide talks & workshops (with two webcast, see
Figure A) have been given by LAMPRE scientists to students
(five groups of 7-170, high-school to university) and highschool teachers (three groups of 20-80, teachers from over
14 countries). Students have been told about activities
they can do at home and resources (including this LEdu).
Teachers have been given detailed information on how to
provide explanations to students, resources available, and
demonstrations they can use.

The LAMPRE Interactive Presentation (Figure C) includes
demonstrations one can do when considering both landslides
and triggered landslide events, along with broader questions
to think about. It is available on the LAMPRE web site as an
interactive PREZI presentation with embedded videos.
LAMPRE Educational has put together a set of 25 LAMPRE
Landslide Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), each one
with several to many sentences answers. It includes videos,
photos and links to further information. This web page is the
most visited out of all web pages on the LAMPRE web site,
averaging 300 hits per month over a 16 month period.

The LAMPRE Google Earth Practical (Figure B) for the
identification of landslides includes examples of several past
landslide events and leads the student (or public member)
through each step necessary for identifying in Google Earth
individual landslides, quantifying their area, and examining
changes over time. It is available on the LAMPRE website.

The LAMPRE Educational web site also includes three web
pages, each with links to external sources: General Landslide
Information (8 links), Landslide Videos & Photos (14 links)
(see Figure D), Landslide Activities & Teaching (9 links).
Each in-line link has been clicked on 75 to 145 times.

Fig. A - A webcast video (available on the LAMPRE website) of a LAMPRE scientist
giving a talk to 80 high-school teachers on landslides and landslide triggered events.

Fig. B - A LAMPRE practical for the identification of landslides using Google Earth.

Fig. C - A LAMPRE interactive presentation for techniques, including fun demonstrations
one can do at home, to learn about landslides and triggered landslide events.

Fig. D - LAMPRE Educational web site links to Landslide Videos & Photos. Other LAMPRE
web link pages: General Landslide Information and Landslide Activities & Teaching.

For more information contact the project coordinator:
Fausto Guzzetti, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche - Istituto di Ricerca per la Protezione Idrogeologica
project.office@lampre-project.eu - www.lampre-project.eu
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LAMPRE Educational (LEdu) consists of an extensive set of
activities and resources available on-line.

